ABSTRACT IDP++, image and data processing in C++, is a set of signal processing libraries written in C++. It is a multi-dimension (up to four dimensions), multi-data type (implemented through templates) signal processing extension to C++. IDP++ takes advantage of the object-oriented compiler technology to provide "information hiding." Users need only know C, not C++. Signals or data sets are treated like any other variable with a defmed set of operators and functions. We present here some examples of the nonlinear filter library within IDP++. Specifically, the results of MIN, MAX, median, a-trimmed mean, and edge-trimmed mean filters as applied to a real aperture radar (RAR) and synthetic aperwre radar (SAR) data sd
INTRODUCTION
IDP++ (image and data processing in C++) is a library of signal processing functions written in C++ taking advantage of the object-oriented nature of the language. We have recently included a collection of nonlinear filtering tools such as MIN, MAX, a-trimmed mean, median, and edge-trimmed mean filters.
These are known as order-statistic filters since they operate on ordered subsets of the data.
We present here the results of the application of these filters to a real aperture radar (RAR) image and a synthetic aperture radar (SAR). The images contain a ship-generated internal wave wake. In the RAR image in Figure 1 , the wake is vertical and skewed with the vertex at the top. The wake in the SAR image in Figure 2 is horizontal and contains multiple periods in each arm with the vertex at the right. We wish to emphasize these are real, not simulated data sets with real, not necessarily white additive gaussian, noise.
In Section 2, we present a history of IDP++, its current status, usage requirements, advantages and disadvantages, and functionality. Section 3 presents an overview of non-linear filters with comparisons to linear filters, and a description of the filters used in processing the radar images. Section 4 discusses the application of nonlinear filtering to radar imagery. Conclusions are in Section 5.
IDP++: IMAGE AND DATA PROCESSING IN C++
IDP++ was developed as a partial replacement for View1 , an interactive multi-dimensional, multi-data type signal processing package developed within our group. View is principally written in C but takes advantage of existing FORTRAN code. It has a scripting or macro capability and is very good at prototyping a solution but is not ideal in real-time situations or as a final solution. Its interactive, interpreted nature makes it slow when processing large data sets.
Thus we had a need for a compiled multi-dimensional signal processing package supporting multiple data types. Not wishing to develop another interpreter or compiler we decided to use the current object-oriented language technology of C++2'3.
In object-oriented programming, concepts such as a complex number, a vector, a signal, etc., can be defined, attributed to variables, and used in an intuitive manner. Each one of these concepts is called a class. For example, FORTRAN users are familiar with the complex type which implicitly has real and imaginary parts. In C++, the real and imaginary parts of a complex class are considered to be propertiesof the class.
IDP++ consists of four classes: complex, string, array, and signal. The latter class concerns us here. The signal class contains the actual signal data of course, but also properties which we intuitively attribute to data sets. Some of them are: S The signal name or name of the data set; S The signal directory or where the data reside within the computer file system;
. The signal data type, for example 8-bit, floating-point, complex, etc., (since IDP++ supports multiple data types, this property is used to reflect the type of a particular signal variable); S The signal dimensionality. IDP-i-+ supports up to four dimensional signals with the axes nominally being X, Y, Z, and t; S The size of each dimension, that is the number of elements along each axis; S The data axes origins; S The data axes sample intervals;
. The time the signal was created or collected; When a signal is created (instantiated in object-oriented language terms) and these properties assigned, they will "travel" with the signal throughout its processing without the need for the user to keep track of them. Thus, instead of manipulating several variables during the processing of a signal, the IDP-+-+ developer uses only one: the signal.
Mother advantage is that, being compiled, it will run faster than interpreted signal processing packages and can be used in real-time environments. It can be easily used to prototype a solution but the user must be prepared for the extra time required for compilation. Functions can be nested to more closely reflect The multi-data type support is provided by the use of C++ templates which are used to parameterize class and function definitions. Through the use of templates, a function can be written to operate on a generic data type. The compiler creates Or instantiates the function for a specific type, say a float. The current data types supported by IDP++ are 8-bit character (both signed and unsigned), two byte short, long, integer, floating point, floating point complex, double, and 8-bit complex.
NONLINEAR FILTERS
Our interest in nonlinear filters4'5 stems from our need to enhance features in our data sets corrupted by noise which is not necessarily white additive gaussian. We have used an experimental approach; designing a filter, selecting parameters, and applying it to a data set to observe the results. How a filter type and design affect given distribution with a particular set of parameters is not fully understood at this time. Our approach shows promise although at this point the theory is not completely understood. The nonstationary, non-isotropic, and correlated nature of our data sets make the theory more difficult.
Generally, the nonlinear filters affect different areas of the signal's probability density function (pdf) differently, and if chosen judiciously can emphasize the desired features within the signal. In particular, nonlinear filters based on robust statistics can provide improved estimation performance in non-Gaussian noise environments4. Probability density functions with long tails can severely degrade linear estimates of location and size of the distribution. Robust estimators such as the median are much less sensitive to these outliers in fmite samples of data.
To date, the filters we have studied fall into a family called order statistic filters. They are:
. llNandMAX; . Median; S a-trimmed mean; S Edge-trimmed mean.
Order statistic filters operate on ordered sub-sets of the data. Given a set of data points, x, i 0, . . . , n -1, the i-th order statistic, X(), S the i-th element after the set of data points have been ordered from lowest to highest in value.
Thus MIN and MAX filters select the lowest (X(o)) and highest (X(_l)) order statistic respectively.
The median of the n sample points is given by
Thus, in contrast to the MN and MAX filters which select the lowest and highest valued data point, the median selects the middle value or average of the two middle values if the number of points is even.
The trimming filters perform arithmetic averages of sub-sets of the ordered statistics. They require a parameter specifying the percentage of points to trim out. The a-thmmed mean filter selects points from the middle of the ordered set. It is defmed as:
(2) cx n(1-2cx) j=cn a selects the percentage of order statistics at each end of the set to eliminate from the average. Note, for a = 0, x reduces to the arithmetic mean, and as a -p0.5 (50%), i -> med(x1).
The edge-trimmed mean filter selects points from either the low or high end. It is defined as:
O<a 1
This variation on the a-trimmed mean filter eliminates a percentage of data points from one or the other edge of the distribution, a selects the percentage. As a matter of bookkeeping, negative a trims the low end of the distribution, and positive a trims the high end. Note, for a = 1 (i.e. 100%), 1a becomes the arithmetic mean.
APPLICATION TO RADAR IMAGERY
Enhancement of radar imagery is an important application area for nonlinear filtering, in this section we will illustrate the use of IDP++ nonlinear filtering operations with the two radar data sets. The filter performance will be measured by estimating the signal-to-noise ratio of linear image features before and after filtering.
The images that we use were acquired in ocean remote sensing experiments6. The first is from a hillside 10 0Hz real-aperwre radar (RAR) looking at the ocean surface at low-grazing angle (approximately 6 degrees). It shows a section of an extended ship wake and is shown in Figure 1 . Theradar stares at a fixed point on the ocean surface; the image axes are range horizontally and time vertically. The strong linear features moving toward the radar (at the left) are thought to be surface wave groups7. The ship wake is the faint nearly vertical dark stripe which runs the entire vertical length of the image. The second test image, shown in Figure 2 , is a 1.2 0Hz SAR image acquired with the NASAIJPL system8 at Loch Linnhe, Scotland in 1989.
The statistical properties of radar images make them particularly interesting cases for noise reduction by nonlinear filters. As we discussed above, filters based on robust statistics are effective for smoothing images which have long-tailed intensity distributions. Both SAR and RAR images of the ocean have non-Gaussian intensity distributions -particularly at low-grazing angles.
Coherent radar images are usually modeled as a multiplicative random process9 of the form I(x,y) = N(x,y) ao(x,y) where N(x,y) is an exponentially distributed speckle noise component and ao(x,y) is a slowly varying radar cross section. For ambient ocean clutter images, a(x,y) is often modeled as a gamma distributed random process1° which produces a long-tailed distribution for I(x,y). Figure 3 shows a measured probability density function (pdf) for the RAR image of Figure 1 . The plot compares it with an exponential distribution based on the data mean. The pdf for the SAR image shown in Figure 4 agrees with the modeled exponential distribution.
To test the effectiveness of the nonlinear filters described above for smoothing these ship wake images, we ran the filters for our two test cases with varying region sizes and filter parameters. We then measured the SNR of the wake in the resulting images. The region sizes are listed in Table 1 . Table 1 . Region sizes over which thefilters were applied. The region mxn represent rn-pixels in the Xdirection and n-pixels in the Y-direction.
The signal level is measured by calculating the image modulation by averaging along the wake -a series of 1D cuts are made perpendicular to the wake which are then averaged. The peak to peak difference is used as the signal level. The noise level is estimated by calculating the standard deviation of a region near the location on the wake where the signal was measured. The ratio of signal level to noise standard deviation will be used as the image quality metric. We call this the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
The regions chosen include both square and rectangular regions at different orientations to test the directional dependence of between the filter region and the signal. We have included a linear mean filter (lowpass) in the comparison. Figures 5 through 10 show the performance for the six filters tested. They show SNR histograms as a function of the regions listed in Table 1 .
As a bench-mark to determine improvement, we list the unfiltered SNR values for the two data sets in Table 2 . These bench-marks are shown as a horizontal line in the performance histograms. We consider an image to have been improved when an SNR histogram exceeds the bench-mark. Table 2 . Bench-mark metricsfor unfiltered images.
The MIN, MAX, median, and mean filters require only two parameters, those describing the region size. The a-and edge-trimmed means require three, two for the region and the percentage of values to be trimmed.
General observations
The RAR and SAR data sets have different statistics. The low-grazing angle RAR image is believed to follow a gamma distribution with differing correlation lengths in both the X-and Y-directions. The SAR image, on the other hand, follows an exponential distribution coming from a normally distributed complex data set.
RAR MIN
The best SNR improvement occurs with filters whose regions favor the Xdirection, i.e. across the vertical ship track. Specifically the lOxi and 10x3
regions. We believe this is due to the wake correlation length which is shorter in the X-direction than in the Y-direction. RAR MAX No significant improvement in SNR above the 0.20 bench-mark leading us to conclude the wake information is in the lower end of the pdf.
RAR median
The best SNR improvement occurs with filters whose regions favor the Xdirection. The results are better than those of the MAX filter but not as good as the MIN filter suggesting the wake information is in the lower end of the pdf.
RAR mean
No significant improvement in SNR. This is not surprising given the statistics of the data set.
SAR MIN
Minor SNR improvement with filters whose regions favor the X-direction. SAR MAX Best SNR improvement with filters favoring the X-direction which is along the horizontal ship track.
SAR median
The best SNR improvement occurs with filters whose regions favor the Xdirection. SAR mean SNR improvement for all regions. RAR a-trimmed mean Except for the smallest regions, the best SNR improvements are when a is 50%, i.e. the median.
RAR edge-trimmed mean Best SNR gain in X-favored regions using 30 to 50% of the lowest order data. This reaffirms the wake statistics lie within the low end of the pdf. SAR a-trimmed mean Except for the smallest regions, the best SNR improvements are when a is 5 to 10%. This is consistent with the observation of the mean being better than the median. SAR edge-trimmed mean Best SNR gain in X-favored regions using 70% of the data. This approaches an arithmetic mean filter.
Conventional, linear low-pass, filter is best for SAR. Nonlinear shows better performance for RAR. The nonlinear filters discussed here perform probability density function (pdt) domain filtering. They need to be tailored to the shape of the distribution with regions selected to be compatible with the correlation lengths. The differing results due to region sizes are accountable by the fact the data statistics are non-stationary and non-isotropic (they differ in the X-and Y-directions). Pixel Value (x106) Region Figure 10 . SNR results of the upper edge-trimmed mean filter with the RAR data set. Best results using the lowest end of the data, that is the mm.
CONCLUSIONS
We have used IDP++ to test order statistic filters on two example radar images: a SAR image with
Gaussian statistics (exponential in intensity) and a RAR image with a very long tailed noise distribution.
The nonlinear ifiters, particularly MIN and edge-trimmed mean, provided improved noise reduction compared to linear filters for the non-Gaussian noise case. The linear smoothing filter performed best in the Gaussian noise environment. We intend to continue this work by generalizing the trimmed mean filter to a pdf domain filter. Such a filter would oiily pass values that lie within a specified region of the pdf.
We have explored only a small subset of the possible nonlinear filtering approaches for non-Gaussian noise smoothing. IDP++ provides a tool for easily and efficiently implementing, testing, and evaluating filters as we expands the scope of these computational experiments.
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